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PRIVATE SCHOLARSHIP CONTRACT 

NO. __________/____________ 

I.  THE PARTIES 

Art. 1 The current contract is concluded between: 

1. The legal person/financial backer 

_________________________________________________________, located in 

____________________________________________________________________________, CUI 

(Single Registration Code)  __________________________, ORC registration number (National Trade 

Register Office) __________________, represented by  ___________________________________ 

financial backer, on the one hand   

and 

2. Mr/Ms ________________________________________________________________________ 

PhD student in the year ____, the academic year ____________in The Doctoral School within University of 

Medicine and Pharmacy „ Carol Davila” in Bucharest, CIF 4192910, full time student, born in: year______, 

month________,  day ____, in (city) _________________, the son/daughter of _________________and 

_________________, citizen currently/permanently residing in Romania, Str. ____________________, 

no._____,bl.________,         sc._____, ap._____ County ________________, Postal code__________, Phone no. 

_______________, PIN. |_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|_|, owner of identity card  series __________,no. 

_________, issued by ________________, at (date)____________, on the other hand,  as BENEFICIARY of a 

private scholarship în  

 

II. OBJECT OF CONTRACT: 

Art. 2. The contract object consists in granting a private scholarship, based on Law no. 376/22014 and the 

application instructions according to the Order of Ministry of Education and Research no. 5371/2004.  

 

III. DURATION OF CONTRACT 

Art. 3  The present contract is concluded for a period of________years, starting with the date of the contract 

conclusion 

IV. CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATIONS  

Art. 4 The legal entity of private law identified in Art.1, point 1 of the contract undertakes to ensure the financing 

of doctoral studies in the amount of 15,000 lei, for a period of ___ years, starting from month_______, year 

_____. The payment of the private scholarship is made by the legal entity in the IBAN account opened at 

______________________________________, in the name of the beneficiary from art. 1, point 2. 
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Art. 5 The beneficiary undertakes to fulfil the following obligations:  

a). to take the classes and promote all exams and evaluation colloquiums; 

b). to return within 3 months from the date of notification, based on the current contract and the undertaken 

agreement (based on the annex to the current contract), the sums of money received as scholarship, indexed for 

inflation, for total or partial failure to comply to the contractual obligations;  

c). to present the current contract, for approval, to the teaching unity or institution where the student is 

enrolled (the institution’s signature to be applied followed by the beneficiary of the private scholarship);  

d). To pay the taxes based on the terms included in the University Doctoral Studies Contract.  

The current contract is concluded in 4 original copies, one for the legal entity of private law offering the 

scholarship, one for the scholarship beneficiary, one for the teaching institution or unity where the beneficiary 

studies and one for the fiscal entity.  

 

FINANCIAL BACKER       PRIVATE SCHOLARSHIP BENEFICIARY 

LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE,                                     STUDENT,  

_______________________________                                 _________________________________ 

Approved, 
 

University of Medicine and Pharmacy  „ Carol Davila” in Bucharest 
 
 
 

RECTOR, 
Prof. univ. dr. Viorel JINGA 

 
 

Director CSUD, 
Prof. univ. dr. Cristina-Elena DINU-PÎRVU 

 
 
 

Economic Director, 
 Ec. Liviu Marian Matac 

 
 

Legal Counsellor, 
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Promissory note to  

 Contract on the offering of a private scholarship no. _____________ / _______________ 

 

 

 

The Undersigned _________________________________________, born in year  ______,  

month  _____________,  day  ____,  in City________________, the son/daughter of   

_____________ and   ____________, Romanian citizen currently/permanently residing in 

Romania, City, Village  ____________________, str.______________________________, no.  

_______,  bl. ________, sc.  _____,ap.  ______, county  _____________, postal code  

__________, phone number___________, owner of identity card series__________,no. 

__________issued by __________________  on (date)  ________________. 

 

Pursuant to Art 5, Letter b) in the private scholarship contract __________  /  ____________,  

I undertake to return the sums of money received as scholarship, based on Art. 2 in the 

mentioned contract, indexed for inflation, within 3  months from the date of notification from 

the legal entity of private law that offered the scholarship. 

 

 

 

       DATE               SCHOLARHIP BENEFICIARY, 

________________              ______________________ 

 


